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Radiator Kalmar Unica



Beauty is formed by detail. 
Harmony of shapes and colors.  
Nature is a perfect creator. 
It’s worth learning from the master.
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Kalmar Ordo
Steel bathroom radiator

A classic creatively refined. Beauty encased in a thick frame. The marriage of simplicity and functionality.

Heating ladder, which combines simple design, elegance, high output and attractive price. With a thick 
frame, note the contrast between the optically light, horizontal elements with their surprisingly high heat 
dissipation surfaces. Cost effective solution in a serviceable design.

product code height [mm] length [mm] depth [mm] output [W] connection  electric element

ORD2-070-050 712 470 83-103 397 CB 50 mm ü

ORD2-070-060 712 570 83-103 470 CB 50 mm ü

ORD2-100-050 1045 470 83-103 534 CB 50 mm ü

ORD2-100-060 1045 570 83-103 637 CB 50 mm ü

ORD2-130-050  1313 470 83-103 670 CB 50 mm ü

ORD2-130-060 1313 570 83-103 780 CB 50 mm ü

ORD2-170-050  1670 470 83-103 850 CB 50 mm ü

ORD2-170-060 1670 570 83-103 990 CB 50 mm ü

Finishes available in stock (matt colors): white, graphite, black sapphire, beige. Other colours on request.
Warranty – 3 years. Heat output parameters specified for 75/65/20.
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Kalmar Amica
Aluminum bathroom radiator

Soft lines and subtle elegance. Classic  design with a large dose of functionality. 
The ideal radiator for your bathroom.

Amica radiator has a smooth , gently curved plate with rounded corners and elegant spaces for towels. 
Neutral design, high functionality and high heating output make Amica the optimal proposition  
for almost any bathroom. There is also the unique possibility of connecting an electric element and radiator 
connections internally to make them completely invisible to the observer.

product code height [mm] length [mm] depth [mm] output [W] connection  electric element

AMI-120-049 1200 490 88 540 CB 50 mm ü

 Finishes available in the standard price: white matt. Other colors on request.
 Warranty – 3 years. Heat output parameters specified for 75/65/20.
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Kalmar Vipera 
Stainless steel radiator

Subtlety and delicacy for small interiors. Closed form, perfected in every detail.  
Perfect, to have your towel always smoothly to hand.

Delicacy in the form of a heating tube. Aesthetically consistent: radiator, brackets and valves  
are fully refined. Unique brackets ensures smooth ease when hanging towels.

product code height [mm] length [mm] depth [mm] output [W] connection  electric element

VIP-053-040 530 400 80 181 diagonally –

VIP-078-050 780 500 80 316 diagonally –

VIP-103-050 1030 500 80 412 diagonally –

VIP-128-050 1280 500 80 507 diagonally –

  Available finishes : gloss polished, brushed.
  Warranty – 3 years. Heat output parameters specified for 75/65/20.
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Kalmar Post 
Aluminum bathroom radiator

A feast of functionality and good taste. Measurable benefits of small dimensions.  
Ideal for small bathrooms and kitchens.

Simple, practical and affordable bathroom radiator. Takes up little space on the wall, so it is recommended 
where you do not need larger forms. Chromed brass towel rail available without at no extra cost. 

product code height [mm] length [mm] depth [mm] output [W] connection  electric element

POS-120-020 1200 200 (300) 126 280 CB 50 mm –

 Finishes available in the standard price: white matt. Other colors on request.
 Warranty – 3 years. Heat output parameters specified for 75/65/20.
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From evolution arise ever more perfect forms. 
Organisms adapt to their environment. 

This should give food for thought.
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Kalmar Splendor 
Steel radiator

Chic and elegance in every detail. Interior with dash. High gloss finish to appeal  
to the most demanding eye.

Flat front radiator finished with a mirror or glass pane. Elegant and practical. Optionally, you can install 
one or several Molli  towel rails. Also ideal for use as a wipe clean whiteboard.

product code height [mm] length [mm] depth [mm] output [W] connection  electric element

SPL-080-050 800 480 96 409 CB 50 mm ü

SPL-120-050 1200 480 96 610 CB 50 mm ü

SPL-120-060 1200 570 96 736 CB 50 mm ü

SPL-180-050 1800 480 96 880 CB 50 mm ü

SPL-180-060 1800 570 96 1060 CB 50 mm ü

  Finishes available in stock: white, black, beige, mirror, graphite mirror.
  Warranty – 3 years. Heat output parameters specified for 75/65/20.

Towel rail MOLLI

product code height [mm] length [mm] depth [mm]

MOL-050 70 530 65

MOL-060 70 620 65

     Finishes available in stock: white gloss, black gloss, chromed.
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Kalmar Unica 
Steel radiator with photo

Artistic breeze inside. Emotions that you desire. Unique image hiding its practical function.

Heating panel finished with decorative graphics or photo. The choice of the basic version,  
with photographs provided by the customer, or the exclusive version with photos taken by an outstanding 
photographer. Also available in the “Magic of Photography” option allowing the purchase of collectors  
images from the same series. Thanks to it your interior will display its unique character.

product code height [mm] length [mm] depth [mm] output [W] connection  electric element

UNI-180-065 1800 650 91 1220 CB 50 mm ü

UNI-060-120 600 1200 91 900 CB/RB 50 mm ü

UNI-100-100 1000 1000 91 1120 CB 50 mm ü

UNI-120-120 1200 1200 91 1620 CB 50 mm ü

 Available finishes: semi-matte + printing from Kalmar catalog, or printing photos from a customer.
 Warranty – 3 years. Heat output parameters specified for 75/65/20.
 Connections: CB – central bottom, RB – right bottom.
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Photographer, photo-illustrator, designer and author. Currently a professor at the Academy of Humanities  
and Economics in Lodz and a lecturer at the Nikon Academy.
His works were published, among others, in “Graphis Photo”, “Communications Art Magazine”,  
“Graphic Excellence USA”, “Studio Magazine”, “Masters of Photography”, “APA Awards Book”, “How”,  
“Applied Arts” and “Photo District News”. 
Since 1964 he has participated in over 150 national and international exhibitions.  
In the years 1965 - 2015 he completed 60 solo exhibitions.

Leszek Szurkowski
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photo Agnieszka Kowalczyk



Kalmar Unica 
Steel radiator with photo

Choose a radiator with a photo, which will stress the character of your interior,  
evoke familiar emotions. In addition, use the “Magic of photography” option  
and hang on the wall collectible photos from the same series as on your radiator. 
More photos on www.kalmarradiators.com.
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Photographer, filmmaker, archaeologist. He specializes in social photojournalism and street photography.  
He is also be among the faculty of the Nikon Academy. 
His photographs were published in, among others: “Newsweek Poland, “Polish National Geographic”,  
“National Geographic Traveler”, “The Virginia Quarterly Review” (USA), “Private Magazine” (Italy),  
“El Comercio” and “Caretas” (Peru). 
He presented his works at exhibitions, among others: in New York, Peru and the Leica Gallery in Warsaw.

Krystian Bielatowicz
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photo Michał Korta



Kalmar Unica 
Steel radiator with photo

Choose a radiator with a photo, which will stress the character of your interior,  
evoke familiar emotions. In addition, use the “Magic of photography” option  
and hang on the wall collectible photos from the same series as on your radiator. 
More photos on www.kalmarradiators.com.
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Kalmar Unica 
Steel radiator with photo

Express your emotions and choose one of the suggested kinds of Unica finishes: 

• use the artistic photographs from the Leszek Szurkowski or Krystian Bielatowicz collection;
• choose one of the basic Unica images;
• bring us a file with your photo and to remind yourself every day what’s important for you.

More photos and technical requirements can be found on www.kalmarradiators.com.
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Radiator Kalmar Unica



www.kalmarradiators.com

Radiator Kalmar Unica


